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Campaign

You are aware of the objective of your
website, you know how it can work to your
advantage, you also have a clear vision of
where you want to be ..
Indeed, the question is vital, but the answer is not as simple as it sounds.

T

here are millions of websites operating globally, and this number is
increasing every single hour of the day. It has become difficult for
businesses online to be discovered by their target audience. If you
have invested your time and money in developing a viable business plan,
but your target audience is not able to find you, all of your efforts will be
wasted in vain.
Multiple inbound marketing channels, like social media platforms, white
papers and Q&As exist, but at the end of the day every business wants to
rank high on search engines (especially Google).The reason there is so
much emphasis on search engine is because the return on investment is
considerably better than other online inbound marketing channels. Search
engine optimization (SEO) is the most cost-effective way for businesses to
get noticed online. It helps to attract your target audience to your site, and
then convert these qualified prospects into buyers.
SEO is not all about adding meta tags on your website or link building, but
it relates to using Google’s algorithm (primarily) to identify the searchers
wants (or what they are looking for), and designing your online marketing
campaign accordingly to attract the maximum number of qualified prospects.
SEO is mainly divided into two parts: on-page optimization and off-page
optimization. Mostly the things that need to be optimized on the page; like
page title, descriptions, content, internal linking, redirections, etc.; come
under the area of on-page optimization.

Factors not controlled by you on the page that lead to natural search
results refers to off-page optimization. Areas like link building; brand
promotion, link mentioning, and guest blogging are a part of offsite SEO
or off page optimization.
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but how
will
You get
THere?
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Speaking of link building, there were days when it was pretty easy for a website to get decent ranking in search engines; all they had to do was add the keywords (that would help your target audience find your website) in Meta descriptions and content. The next step was to build some links on directories and forums, and you’ll be done!
Google has gotten smarter over the years and manipulating its algorithm has some serious repercussions. Today, if
you use means for any sort of low quality link building, Google will most likely penalize you with their famous Penguin
and Panda forces.
Building quality links back to the site is not easy, and it requires time and effort. Sometimes, you actually need to write
comprehensive guides, usually consisting of at least 5000 words, in order to attract some quality links back to the
website. You also have to invest your time and money on building connections with prospects.
In this ebook, the authors have covered everything you need to know about building quality, natural links that point
back to your website, and which contribute positively to your website. In this book, you will learn about strategy, management and metrics that you need to consider while identifying and targeting qualified prospects.
Once you have identified your prospects, in order to attract them creation of quality content is necessary. The most
common query, about creating quality content that goes viral, has been answered in this book.
Creating content and hitting the publish button is not where the process finishes, in fact this is the start of a new chapter, ‘promotion’. Venchito has discussed how to promote content in order to cater to a wider base of audience, which
will lead to a flow of more links back to your site.
This is where usually majority of the books end, but this book covers an extra topic. Moosa has covered the procedure
to conduct an analysis of a campaign, whether a success or not, in order to identify the shortcomings so that they can
be amended in the future campaigns to get a better ROI.
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CHAPTER 1:
STRATEGY
Written by: Moosa Hemani

In my view, strategy is the
most important part in meeting your long-term objectives
and t’s complicated. I’m glad
Venchito threw this my way.

While researching, I read through tons of material to a get a better understanding of it, and I was surprised to find out most of us don’t know
what a strategy really is!
We hear the term ‘strategy’ being used so often, but many writers confuse tactics for strategy. Search for ‘link building strategy’ on Google,
you’ll get hundreds of blogs guiding you how to build quality links to
improve your rankings and increase traffic. Unfortunately, these ways to
improve your rankings are actually tactics that can be used to build links,
and get better at your website’s SEO.

What is Strategy?

Strategy is “a plan of action or policy design to achieve desired or overall
goal”. For instance, in the case of link building or SEO the goal is to get highest quality links that point back to the website. Resources you are going to
use to achieve that goal is a tactic and how you are going to use it is your
strategy.

Link Building Strategy
“Sound strategy starts with
having the right goal.”
― Michael Porter

A detailed, step by step plan to build quality links that point back to your website and that also helps your website grow in terms of traffic, rankings, leads
and conversions is called as a link building strategy. In this book, planning
and importance of link building strategy is covered.
That’s right, but in order to set the right kind of goal one needs to have a better understanding of the market dynamics or a little closer look of the niche.

Understand Your Marketplace

We have grown so dependent on search engines to answer simple questions even. Whenever I’m asked a question that I don’t know the answer of,
I recommend the person to ‘Google it’, such is the extent of our reliance on
the online medium to satisfy our queries. In the online world, when people/
customers face problems they tend to search on Google and explore directories, articles, blog posts, reviews, forums and tons of other websites listed
in the search results.
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The websites that your prospect visits, to seek the answer to his query, constitutes your online marketplace. No doubt you have to get links from every possible site your customer visits because the purpose of getting links is not only
to get high search engine rankings, but quality links provide traffic that can
convert. The idea is to understand the marketplace and identify the targets
from where you can get links from. For instance, if you are a travel business,
you ideally should get link to travel magazines, blogs and forums where there
are actual readers present. You also should consider merging related niches,
for instance, hotel industry is very much relevant to travel, and so getting links
from few quality hotel sites will also help in online visibility and conversions.
You need to understand your marketplace to set link building goals and formulate your plan, accordingly.

Formulating Goals

Once you have taken account of the environment, and you have developed
understanding of how the market segment works, it will get easier for you to
set goals accordingly. The one goal that every business has is more sales,
hence greater revenue for the business. If you are operating an ecommerce
store, the ultimate goal is to get more leads and conversions from the website; if you are in any sort of service industry, your goal is to get more leads
for the business; and if you are a blog or a website that consider ads as their
bread and butter, the ideal goal would be to bring in more traffic that click on
your ads.
A business’s vision is broad and can be achieved in the longer run only, in
order to reach to that state you need to form a mission that consists of goals
that make the achievement of your business’s vision easier.

Image by Argeltiburcio

When it comes to link building, the ultimate goal of your campaign should be
to get high quality links back to your website, which not only deliver better visibility in search engines from the desired key phrases, but also attracts your
target traffic successfully.
When setting up goals for a website, you should keep the following pointers in
mind:
○ Keep the number of people in mind who are going to work on the website.
○ Keep the number of resources (machines, tools and others in mind when
setting up your goal.
○ Keep the time frame in mind when setting up the initial goals for the
campaign.
Make sure you create goals that actually make a difference for the client, instead of just stressing over numbers and graphs changes.
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If I had a team consisting of three people, a full flash content producer, one
outreach person and one all rounder, my 6 month link building plan would look
something like this:

First Month

I believe the first month for any client proves to be the most difficult of all the
months, because you will need to get in to all the data on all the sides to see
what is happening with the website, how much work has already been done and
what you can do to move forward.

Link Profile Analysis

This is probably the first step you should do. Get the link data from websites like
Ahrefs, Open Site Explorer, Majestic and Open Link Profiler to see
what kind of links are already available on your website.
Try to find out the following things when analyzing link profile of your client:
○
○
○
○
○
○

Type of link
Anchor text
Quality of link
Placement of link on the page
Indexing of page from where you are getting a link
Internal link structure

Once you have the report in hand, inform the client what their current position
is, what their shortcomings are and how they should proceed now. Keep in
mind you need some tools to carry on with the link building process.

Competitor Link Analysis

I prefer to opt for the competitor analysis to see what links are available on the
competitor’s website, and do the same kind of link analysis that I did for my own
website’s link profile. The reason why it is important because this will help you
analyze what links your competitor has, and what opportunities are available for
you.

OPPORTUNITY IDENTIFICATION

Now you know where you are standing and where your competitors are (in most
cases your competitors will be far away from you in terms of competition). All
you have to do is create a separate sheet and name it “opportunity mapping”.
In this sheet, you should list every possible link that you can get for your website, doesn’ t matter if you find it from your competitor’s link profile or from any
other place.
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Division of Opportunities

This is very much linked with the previous point. Here you have to divide the
possible link opportunities in to different categories and these categories can
be of two types:
○ Categorization on basis of quality
○ Categorization on basis of tactics
In the first part, you will look in to the websites from where you can possibly get
links and see what quality of category they fall in.
Once you have this categorization, you are good to start with actual link building.
As I already mentioned, this month will be the toughest, because it contains a
lot of research, and a great amount of time is spent doing research and collecting data with no real link building activity. Justifying the work done in the
first month to the client is also difficult because at the end of the day you have
focused on data collection and strategy formulation, but no real work has been
done which sometimes annoys the client.tion, you are good to start with actual
link building.
Image by https://requester.mturk.com/

I usually divide this in to three parts:
○ Low (DA: 0-25)
○ Medium (DA: 26 - 50)
○ High (DA: 51 - 100)
The other categorization will be based on tactics used:
○ Guest blogging (potential link will be obtained using guest blogging)
○ Reviews (possible link can be obtained by reviewing the product
or service)
○ Custom outreaching (email to get a link)
○ Directories (high quality paid directories where a link of a business
can be worthy).
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SECOND Month
If you have found some poor
quality links in your link
profile or you have witnessed
a website that got hit by
Google's Panda or Penguin
updates, then you have to
move towards link removals
and disavowing links.

Disavow and Link Removals

When you get the list of links you have gotten so far for your website, you have
two options: either to use a link audit tool like Link Detox (or any other similar
tool), or you have to manually look in to every link and figure out whether the
link is good or bad.
I have used quite a few link removal software, and I believe Link Detox among
them is the best, so if you really want to invest in a link removal tool, I recommend Link Detox as the most suitable option.
Once you are done with link removals, the next part is disavowing links. Links
that can’t be removed, but end up hurting your site’s ranking will land in the
disavow file, which is later submitted to Google.

Low-hanging fruits

When starting with link building on the list of potential prospects, try to start with
the low-hanging fruits first.
Use the potential link prospect list that you have created, and select the ones
that are easy to achieve and have higher authority. Try to get done with directories, profile links, resource pages and the people you know in your sphere who
can link back to your website.

CITATIONS

LINK DETOX TOOL

Citations need to be worked upon in the first month. Citations are important,
not only because they help you get links, but they help you with your local SEO
which can drive possible leads for your business from the areas where you are

Partnerships, Organizations and Associations

Link building is more focused on getting in to the website and looking for pieces
within your website to connect with your target audience to get possible links.
Almost all websites have some sorts of connections, partnerships or some registration/certification from other different organization within the niche.
The focus is upon finding a list of possible partnerships, associations and getting links from those websites within the second month only.

Social Outreach

By the end of this month, your target should be to reach out to your target audience through the medium of social media. The idea is to use social networking
platforms like Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, etc. to build connections with prospects and possibly get a link back to the website.
Sounds like a lot of work? It surely is, but no road to success is easy. This activity marks the end of you second month.
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THIRd Month
Your link building plan for the
third month will have a little
twist, because now you actually have to think about creating
some real content instead of
relying on your current assets
to get quality links back to the
website.

In the third month, the job of your full time content producer is to brainstorm,
research and gather material to create content that is up to the mark and that
fulfills the needs of your target audience.
Whereas, the job of the outreach people is to build more quality links back to
the system. In order to do that, the following things need to be added to your
third month plan:
Sounds like a lot of work? It is surely, but no road to success is easy. This
activity marks the end of you second month:

PR LINKS (HARO)

Helping a reporter out a.k.a HARO is a free service that you can subscribe to,
and you receive multiple emails every day that contain potential link opportunities.
HARO is an amazing service, and sometimes can offer you great links even
from bigger quality blogs and also media sites. Go through every email they
send (this is frustrating), and look for opportunities relevant to your niche. Email
them your answers. and if they find them worthy, you will get links from those

.Gov and .Edu Links

Links from government and education sites are very powerful in nature. Not
only because Google considers them as top quality links, but many people
trust them so getting a link on a .gov or .edu domain sometimes results in getting multiple links from other niche related sources.

Image byt www.4.bp.blogspot.com/

Getting niche related links are not easy, so you have to plan exactly as to how
to get links. Few of the ideas that quickly came to my mind are speaking at the
university, giving donations, etc. Most of these decisions need to be taken by
your client, so all you have to do research and inform it to your client, and leave
the rest on him.

Ego Baits (Interviews and Roundup Posts)
You have to make use of your networking skills again to get better at this. Find
the influencers within your niche, and contact them for interviews and round
up posts. Usually round up posts and interviews are some easy ways to get
quality links, plus this opens new ways to attract new audience and keep them
plugged to your website.
Links and traffic you get from these websites are important because the traffic
is very much targeted and possibly can convert.
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Links you get from these interviews and roundup posts have potential, and if
you are smart you can easily build relationships with those people to convert
that one link in to multiple ones.
Emphasis on networking and link building, and content creation by your team
constitutes the efforts you need to put in the third month.

Fourth & Fifth
Month
We are halfway through with
the link building plan at this
point, which should have resulted in a significant increase
in traffic and rankings for the
client so far.

In the fourth month, your efforts should be focused on content creation and
promotion of the content.
The content you have prepared in the third month is now ready to be launched,
but before you hit the publish button you should know how you are going to
promote it. Research and identify the blogs where you need to promote your
content, how much social budget you will require to reach to a wider audience
that cares about your blog, what your outreach plan is and how many links you
are expecting from this piece of content. Effective research and analysis will
lead to more accurate results, in terms of the traffic you are going to get and
links that your content will get.
In the promotion section of this book you will learn how you can actually promote the blog, but at this time you should have a perfect plan for promoting
your blog.
In the fourth and fifth month, your job is to analyze the results of your piece,
figure out the mistakes and create content accordingly. This procedure is a bit
repetitive, but effective nonetheless.

SIXTH MONTH
Limiting link building to the
virtual world only will
underestimate the power of
it. According to me, you can
create links from anywhere
(even from a drink table), if
you are smart enough to think
that way.

By the end of fifth month, you should have shown some noticeable results to
your client, but there is still lot to do!
As the sixth month approaches, you have to plan an event, an activity (whatever comes under your budget), but something that you can do to catch media
attention, and by this I mean front line media like Mashable, Tech Crunch, Huffington post, Venture Beat, etc. when it comes to technology niche.
Plan the steps you need to take and achievement of your targets while keeping
the budget in mind. Once your plan is rock solid, share it with the client and
execute it accordingly.
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The game does not end here, as link building is a continuous effort and you
should plan new things from time to time as the need arises. I have provided
sufficient enough details in my sample of an initial six month plan for link
building of a website.

CONCLUSION

My last thoughts on strategy
formulation are that going into
the warzone blindly without a
strategy is bound to get you
killed.

Being myopic during strategy formulation is also not wise. Development of
your strategy before execution of link building efforts is vital for every online
business. As far as link building is concerned, make sure you have a six
month plan ready even before you implement the initial link building strategy.
Don’t consider your strategy book as your bible, and always evaluate, review
and control.
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CHAPTER 2:
M a n ag em ent
Written by: Moosa Hemani

Kin Hubbard, the
cartoonist, once said, "Lots of
folks confuse bad
management with destiny".

Silicon Valley is rich with the successful startups as well as the businesses
that failed, if you do research, I bet you will find half of these startups have
died due to poor management, and they put the blame of their own shortcomings on "destiny". It's not! Bad management practices were to blame, or even
worse they were undertaking and giving importance to the wrong metrics.
Management and metrics are always important, doesn’t matter if you are running a startup or a link building campaign for your SEO project.
You should be looking for natural links and there are no fixed two or three
ways of doing this, you can get it by writing an article on your own website or
on third party website, sometimes all it takes is an email and sometimes you
need to sit through dinner for a link (I have done that before). The worst part
is all of your efforts are wasted in vain because of a negative reply, and this
makes it difficult to scale.
Link building is surely of utmost importance, but continuous evolution makes it
hard to scale. In this chapter, management of a link building campaign, so that

ASSESSMENT
& ANalysis

In this section, you will analyze and assess different areas of the campaign by
collecting initial data that will help you manage things accordingly. Here are the
areas of the campaign that you should assess at the initial stage of the
campaign:

LINK PROFILE ANALYSIS

It is always a wise decision to take a good look at the current link profile to see
what is going on with the website with regards to links. SWOT analysis of the
link profile will help in managing the project effectively.

COMPETITOR ANALYSIS

We usually use competitor analysis to get a link for our website, the idea is not
bad, but competitor analysis is also valuable in understanding what your competitor is up to in terms of the overall link building and promotional campaign.
This will also tell you if you are focusing on the wrong kind of competition or not.
For instance, if you are an ecommerce website offering furniture online, Amazon.com is not actually your competitor and you better focus on websites that
are selling furniture or interior design services online. Remember, your offline
competitors may not always be your online competitors.
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Competitor's Quality Analysis

While looking in to competitor’s links, the best idea is to separate the links in to
multiple categories (ideally 3) that include highest quality links, mediocre links
and links to avoid. This way you will have a better grip on competitor’s link
profile and then manage the time accordingly.

Tools for analysis
and assessments
There are multiple tools that
will help you get this data in
hand. Most quality tools need to
be paid for, but they do have a
limited access free trial version
that will give you an idea whether the tool is worth investing in
or not.

OPEN SITE EXPLORER

This tool is coming from MozPlex and will provide you with a good insight of
the links that are pointing back to your website. Free version of the software is
available to all, but in order to get full access to the tool, you need to be a Moz
pro member (pro membership is comes with a fee attached).

Ahrefs.com

As far as the information regarding links; like anchor text, redirection, dates
of links, lost links, etc.; is concerned Ahrefs.com is the best tool available. If
you are one of those people who give much emphasis to link related information, then probably Ahrefs.com should be your priority. Similar to OSE, Ahrefs.
com also has a limited free version. In order to access full version, you have
monthly packages available.

Majestic SEO

OSE and Ahrefs.com may not give you a list of all the links you have gotten till
yet, but Majestic SEO has this ability as it contains the largest index of links on
earth. Access to this tool needs to be paid for.
Image by Majestic Seo

Open Link Profiler

This works similar to all the other tools mentioned above, but the best thing that
makes it different from others is the word “FREE”. Unlike all the other tools this
is a free tool to let you know what links are linking back to your website.

There are other tools available in the market, but the ones I have recommended are the popular.

Existing Link Analysis

Before you even think about using different ideas to get a link that point back
to your website, the best way is to audit the existing link profile to see what opportunities are available within your profile and what needs to be fixed in order
to increase the number of quality links back to your website.
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For instance, if you are receiving links that point to the pages which do not exist
anymore, you need to move those URLs to the pages that are more relevant to
that page. This way the link juice that was landing on that page and was stuck,
will now move to a page that actually exists. Usually ecommerce websites have
tons of these opportunities, and fixing them can tremendously increase links.
Another way is to look in to your GWT tool and see which page of the website
(content piece) is getting more links. Your next step should be to create more
content on this topic or refresh the content piece to get some more new links,
which will help the website grow in search engines.
Once you have used all the exciting opportunities and fixed all the problems that
can improve the number of links, it’s time to move out and hunt around for new
quality links that will help you get better visibility in search engines.

Target Settings

A little work on the management side can make the whole campaign easy to
track and scalable. Before diving in to the link building sea, make sure you have
a set of defined targets, as in where you want to get a link from, what anchor
text possibilities you should consider, and what assets you can use. Here is
a detailed list of targets you should set in order to make the overall campaign
manageable and scalable:

URLs to target

It is very important for you and your link builder to be on the same page, because results can kill your CRO if there are communication issues. Make sure
what pages you should target and what anchor texts you should use when building links for the website.

Anchor Texts

This is tricky; as Google emphasizes to focus on natural looking anchor text,
and recommends avoiding exact anchor texts that match (at least do not overdo
it). When dealing with link building, always provide your link builder with the
keyword(s) and all possible variations of it. Also, make the average percentage
of varied and exact match anchor text, and pass it to the link builder so that he
exactly knows what to use and where to use it.
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Opportunities on Assets

Conducting research and creating new content is interesting and worth investing time in, but it is preferable at the initial stage to use opportunities that are
already available and are unused. Assessments of current assets and finding
link opportunities there will be both easy to achieve and quick.
Here are some of the assets that most businesses usually have:

Deserving Content

If you are in to content production for a few months you probably have
an idea that there are few content pieces that are more links worthy
than others. The idea is find those linkable assets within the current
website, and pass it to your link building team.

Unused Content

There are always few content pieces that you have somewhere in the
corner (with some dirt on it!) which are left unused. You should dig for
such pieces to get more links that point back your site.

Majestic SEO

This is another asset that is either unused by most brands or at least
they haven’t used it properly yet. Whatever the case, you have the
chance to use that data (if already used you can add graphic spice to it)
Image by http://www.curriecommunications.com.au/

Relationships

This is the step where you need to sit with a client, ask them what connections and relationships they already have formed, and where they
can get links without any hassle. Usually, business owners have some
relationships built within the industry that can bring us quality links back
to the website.

Campaign Management

Although this whole chapter is about management, but here by management
we actually mean to touch a baseline on deadlines and quality control so that
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DEADLINE Deadlines are important and without them it is almost impos-

sible to achieve a measureable difference, which at the end of the day
matters the most, but at the same time do not be obsessed with them
because here we are negotiating with the third party people and these
negotiations take time longer than expected.

TACTICS

There is no one way of building links, and if you are creative it is very
much possible that you can come up with new tactics to get quality links
back to the website. There are tactics which take a long time to get links,
while others can quickly get you a link and this is one of the major reasons why link building is hard to scale.
If one provide the tactics to apply for a certain link that will be easy for
link builders as they know what exactly they have to do to get a link on
the website. If we use this idea, it will drive some results quickly and your
overall campaign will be more or less scalable.

Campaign Monitor

It is very important for one of the team members (usually the team lead) to
keep a continuous check on the efforts people are putting in and their impacts too. If you see that the efforts you are putting in to get the keyword
rank better in search engines is not working, probably you should change
the strategy for that keyword.
Image by Blue bird Strat

This will help you save your time, and by this you’ll be able to tell whether
the specific tactic is working for your client or not.

budget

Say NO if someone asks you, “Is SEO Free?” No It’s not because there
are times in link building where you have to pay (directly or indirectly) to
get quality links pointing back to the website. This can be direct paid links
and sometimes indirect ways are used, like you buy a USB flash drive and
give it to bloggers with the expectation that they will write about it, which
will result in links back to your website.
Even if this is not the case, you need to have your link building budget
defined, so that your team is informed of how much work they should do
on a monthly basis.
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Team Brief

(Source: Dan Petrovic’s guest post on Moz.com)

I love this chart as this quickly defines what you have, what are your targets are and what facilities are available to
you to achieve the ultimate goal.
○ This graph is actually for the team. It clearly maps out what we have from the client’s end, i.e. their product/service
and their NAPs, which we can use on local directories, data aggregators and more websites.
○ The asset we have at the moment is the content available for the client, and the relationships that we can use to
generate links that point back to the website.
○ Obviously links will not come with the anchor phrases like “Click here” or “Buy furniture online”. The key is to keep
your primary, secondary and long tail keywords in mind to select the varied anchor text to get a link back to the
website.
○ As discussed above, there are tons of link building styles you can use to build links that point back to the website.
○ There are times when you have to spend the allotted budget (directly or indirectly) to get a link that points back to
your website.
Make sure the team is briefed properly about the project, so that they can act accordingly.
Results of the campaign are not only based on the efficiency of your strategy, but management also plays its significant role. After strategy formulation, its implementation through proper management results in its positive impacts becoming evident, you see the business receiving better online exposure and this leads to more sales for the business.
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CHAPTER 3:
Content
Inventory
& Creation
Written by:Venchito

I. Content
Inventory

Quality content delivers value to the business, and every renowned brand focuses on it. Content, like blog posts, product or brand history, or relevant
shareable information for your target audience, creates brand awareness and
leads to attainment of more links to your site. In content marketing, there are
two main aspects that I’d like to discuss in this chapter: content inventory
and content creation.
Content inventory is the process of collecting all the useful content assets
of the brand, and analyzing how each of them can further be used to get more
exposure, shares and links.
Creating a spreadsheet for content inventory can help you see which content
assets are still valuable for the company, and can be repurposed to create new
content pieces.
A simple content inventory spreadsheet should have the following columns:
Column 1:
URL of the page – include web pages that you think are still useful to earn more
backlinks to the site (contact forms and other thin content should be excluded
in the list).
Column 2:
Type – Is it a blog post, visual content or video?
Column 3:
Value/Purpose–What does it offer? Is it educational? Informative?
.

Image by http://www.fortune3.com

With these columns in mind, you’ll be able to track which content asset on your
website can be repurposed to another content format. Look at the type and
value of the asset. For instance, if you see three or four blog posts in the same
category and you find that they are interconnected with each other, you can
compile them and create an ebook. Another technique is to get actionable tips
from one of your blog posts, add some design and turn it into a slide presentation.
In content inventory, you have to use your creativity to maximize the value of
your content assets. Turning them into other content formats (or content
conversion) is an effective technique to generate more links/shares to your
brand in the first month of its link building campaign.
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Here is a good example of content conversion. This blog post was converted into a slide presentation
(See the image below).

Original content
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(Repurposed content)
If you think you lack promotion in your existing content, assets and in your converted content also, jump over to Chapter 5: Content Promotion, where I discuss outreach tactics for content promotion.
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Now let’s move on to content creation.

II. Content Creation

As you proceed further looking for link opportunities with your existing assets,
you can now start planning for your future content (content creation).
Content creation means creating targeted and useful content in a specific
format (i.e. visual, video, text-based, etc.), representing the brand’s core values, mission and vision.
I divided this process into five stages to explain clearly every activity involved
in content creation:

Ideation

There are several ways to get ideas for your content that are not only catchy,
but are also seasonal and are expected to give a boost to your site’s traffic
system (inflow of visitors to your website).

1. Buzzsumo

Image by Buzzsumo

My favorite topic generation tool is Buzzsumo. Just type in your keyphrase, and it will pop up results of content assets
that managed to earn social shares. You can filter the results based on the content type you want to see and/or on the
date those content pieces were published.
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2. RSS FEEDS

Determining what industry influencers are doing with their blogs based on the
content that they’re publishing could give you a feel of what type of content can
resonate with your target audience. As they have an established readership, you
can guarantee that the content format they’re distributing are what your target
readers/customers love to talk about.
To get blog post updates from authority sites, you can subscribe to their RSS
feeds. Regularly tracking of their blog posts is a good technique to think of new
topics for your future content.
If you still don’t have any authority sites in your list (perhaps, you’re new to the
industry), you can use Instant RSS Search to look for websites that have
a large number of subscribers. The reason you want to consider the number of
subscribers when finding authority sites is that most of the time, those websites
with a large amount of subscribers have established communities that you can
engage with as well.

Instant RSS Search
Type in your keyword in the search bar of the tool and it will give you a list of
websites that are ranked according to the number of subscribers. Use Feedly
to get those sites on track. Once in a while, visit those authority sites, read their
content pieces, and analyze how they create content. Observe their content
format, concept and posting frequency.
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3. Keyword-Rich URLs

Authority sites don’t rank easily without optimizing their pages for search (unless they’ve been in the webspace for over 2 years or so). For those sites that
are new in the industry (6 months to 2 years), but tend to get to the top spots
of search results for targeted keywords, there must be some on-page optimization that they are doing for their pages.
Let’s take Kaiserthesage as my example:
By simply looking at the URL of the webpage, you can identify what keyword
the webmaster is trying to rank for in search engines.

To see more keyword-rich pages, you can grab the homepage link of the site
and place it in Ahrefs. See the top pages of the website by clicking the “Top
Pages” button.

(Ahrefs – Top Pages)
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4. Anchor texts of
referring domains of
your competitor's
content

If you’re tired of searching for ideas that lack potential to increase continuous
traffic to your site (through search), you may have to conduct an analysis of
your competitor’s backlink profile.
Through this analysis, your aim is not to get a list of referring domains that
are linked to your competitor’s site/page. Instead, you will look at the anchor
texts used by the webmasters who linked to your competitor’s content. This
will give you an idea of what keyword/topic you should be targeting for your
content.
Remember to evaluate those keywords based on their search volumes, and
pick only the top search phrases.
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5. Industry Guides

An industry guide consists of several chapters/sections that are connected
to each other, and have one common message to convey. Those sections
are dissected again to sub-sections which explain the general topic in a
more specific way.
One good example is this Beginners Guide to SEO by Hobo SEO Agency.
The industry guide has several sections that one can take advantage of
when looking for content ideas (if you are in the internet marketing industry,
then this guide may prove to be helpful to you).

Using the example above, you can write a blog post about rich snippets. You
can discuss how rich snippets are important in improving one website’s performance on search results, or if you want to create a comprehensive guide
about this topic, you can also do so.
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6. FAQS

Almost all brands have their own Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) page.
That page answers the most common queries of customers, and usually it
includes solutions to problems encountered by their users.
Look at this example of a FAQs page (image below). As you can see, I
have highlighted phrases that you can target if you’re working on a personal
finance niche site. You can write a blog post discussing one question listed
below and/or pick up two or three questions, and answer them all in a single
blog post.

Image by wikimedia.org
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7. Two seemingly
irrelevant, but relevant
topics

You can connect two seemingly unrelated topics, and use that combined
idea for your future blog post. This kind of technique requires creativity and
considerable amount of research, as you need to prove that a relationship
exists between two irrelevant topics.
People will find it interesting and compelling to read, because of its unique
message. Though it will take time and effort but the output is worth it since it
can generate tons of shares and links back to your website.

Imagine if you can create several pieces like this, you might be surprised by
how much traffic and conversions they can bring to your website.

8. Niche-related
communities topics

Every industry has its own community where people can engage with, and
also share their insights/knowledge about the field they belong to.
If you want to find those niche-specific communities, you can do a Google
search for the query: inurl:forum + “your industry” and select two or three forums from the search results. Register and login to your selected forums and
regularly engage with users in those forums (ask questions and/or answer
the questions asked).
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When you do it regularly, you will be able to identify the needs of other people, and what topics they would want to learn more about. With that information, you can write a blog post covering those needs.
You can also use Quora to look for specific questions people are asking.
Following the same tactic I just mentioned, create content assets answering
questions related to your industry

9. Product Reviews

Use Amazon to search for reviews of similar products to your brand. Filter
the product results based on ratings, and/or number of reviews. Then check
out reviews of your selected products and see what pops up.
In the image below, you will see the highlighted phrase, “buy plain espresso
coffee” which is a transactional keyphrase used by one customer in his product review. If you’re working in the coffee industry, then this keyphrase is a
good topic for your future content piece.
.
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10. Ask questions from
your readers/customers
via email or social
accounts

Know what captivates your readers’ interests by asking them a question. You
may have not known they’re waiting for you to reach out to them, and ask for
their suggestions for your future blog posts. If one of them replies and suggest an idea for your content, don’t ignore him. Engage with him, and ask if
there is any specific content format he’d like to see on your blog.
If you receive ten replies from your recipients, select one idea, and use it as
a topic for your own content piece.

11. Comments on other
site's content

Blog commenting is not only used for link building purposes, but also for
finding topics for your own content pieces. If you have a list of authority sites
in your mind, you may want to visit them once in a while to get some ideas
for your content.
To explain this further, I’ll take Moz as my example.
Every post on Moz (the main blog) manages to get an average of hundred
comments after being published on the site.
This Whiteboard Friday edition by Michael King received 119 comments, which is really a good amount of blog comments for one post.

Every word/phrase used by a person in his/her comment can give you inspiration for your future content, given that they may be the keywords used by
your potential customers when searching on Google.
To find those keywords, you can use the Find and Replace tool in your
internet browser. Using the example above, I was able to find search-related
keywords (see the image).
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Seasonality and Traffic of Keywords
After you have listed those keywords in a notepad/spreadsheet, you can
now see whether they are seasonable and/or have high search volumes.
This will help assure you that if you use those keywords in your blog posts,
you can expect some readers to visit your website (search).
Seasonality
I use Google Trends to find the seasonality of a keyword.

As you can see, the phrase “great content” (represented by green color on
the graph) seems like a good keyword, because the interest for that progresses over time.
If you will target that keyword in your blog post, then there’s a higher chance
of increasing your site’s search traffic.

Traffic and Traffic Price

Image by http://www.mogomarketing.com/

In determining the traffic/search volume of a keyword, I use Google Keyword
Planner and SEMRush. There are still other keywords tools that are effective
for traffic tracking, but these two are my personal favorites.
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○ Google Keyword Planner
When you use Google Keyword Planner, always remember to specify the
location. The location should be the area where your target audience resides,
so that the tool will present targeted search volume result for your keyword.

If you’re working for non-English language websites, you may want to change
the target language to get more specific results.

Image by www.webanalyticsworld.net

○ SEMRush
There are two quality indicators that I look for when I use SEMRush for keyword targeting: traffic and traffic price.
○ SEMRush Traffic
Is the estimated number of visitors coming from the first 20 Google search
results (per month).
○ SEMRush Traffic Price
Is the estimated cost of purchasing the same number of visitors.
Both indicators can help you guarantee the traffic and conversions those
keywords can bring to your website, so it is important to consider them when
looking for suitable keywords for your content.
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Research
Sixty-five percent of the respondents, in the survey conducted by the team of
Colleen Jones, say that web is an unreliable source.

Image by www.softicons.com

But there are still some (35%) who’re looking for sources from web, either for
their research or for development of content. The reason is that people go to
web to get true help or advice. If you seek to deliver value to your customers
through your content, you have to consider the credibility of your sources and
references, that you have used to find out facts, info or data that are relevant
to the subject of your content piece.
Credibility should be taken into consideration when looking for sources/references for a content piece.
Why do you have to look for credible sources?
Usually people get confused about reliability of content online due to some
cited sources are not really credible. It could be either the sources may be
outdated, or they don’t really support the main point that the content wants to
prove and convey. Now let’s understand the factors that would make source(s)
credible:
○ It has a distinct voice.
When the content publisher says something, everyone listens to him given
that he has proven his authority, and has been able influence his audience.
If you’re looking for credible sources, determine if the publisher of the source
chosen has a distinct voice (or personality), or not. Ask these questions: 1)
Does his audience agree with his opinions and thoughts? 2) Does the brand
owner receiver more complaints rather than compliments or praises?
○ It makes a clear point.
The source should only give emphasis on one subject. I have never seen a
content piece that discusses all the terms in the industry. There are lengthy
pieces that managed to do that (ultimate guides), but most of the time there’s
only one topic that the author is specifically talking about.

Images by www.optimum7.com

○ It is useful.
When you include useful sources in your content, it becomes credible in the
eyes of your audience, because users will not only learn from your content
piece but also from its sources. This would give them a reason to come back
to your site once in a while to read your content.
○ It guides you to the next step.
A source always guides to your next step of learning. If your source does not
do that for you, it will not also guide your readers. Make sure that you are
satisfied first with the value that you’re getting from your sources before enticing others to be satisfied with your content; otherwise your users will not read
those sources for additional knowledge.
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Remember if a piece ranks on the top 5 of search engine results, doesn’t
necessarily mean that it is credible.
Now let’s move on to finding credible sources for your content.
Here are a few ways to get sources for your content:

Image by http://scholar.google.com

○ Use Google Scholar to find industry-related sources and
references. Include data-driven content that has potential to
add more value to your piece.
○ Get help from people who know their stuff really well like industry
experts. Carry out a Google search for influencers in your indus
try, and reach out to them via email or Twitter. Ask a simple
question and include their insights to your own content.
You need to provide time and energy in research, so you will get only the
relevant, useful and credible data/information for your content assets.

Conceptual Framework
All the data/sources should be gathered at one place. This phase, “conceptual
framework” will ensure that your content has a logical flow of information.
There’s no rule for outlining your ideas. You can use your own technique if you
have one, or use the following tools to organize your data:
○ Excel spreadsheet.
One way to organize your ideas is to use an Excel spreadsheet. Make sure
that you add a column for “Notes” to insert any notes about your resources.
If you see some resources that need additional your own insights, just leave
a note in that column.

Image by Soft Icons

○ Problem-to-recommendation table.
This is an effective tool to use when you’re creating a how-to guide, which
is focused on helping your target audience solve their own problems. The
problem-to-recommendation table is divided into four columns namely: problems, solutions, conclusions and recommendations. As you go searching for
topics, you may want to list down problems that your topic can tap into, and
then add solutions based on expertise and expertise. Conclusions and recommendations will only be filled up when you’re done with your data testing,
experimentations and/or gathering credible sources for your content.
○ Visualization.
It’s easy to create a content piece when you can see the whole picture of it.
Visualization allows you to do this by picking up the main principles or ideas
of your topic, and creating a diagram (or visual output) out of it.
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○ Basic Outline.
Use document tools like Microsoft Word to outline your ideas on a certain
topic. A simple format (image below) is enough to organize your subtopics.
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Optimization
Content optimization is usage of important elements in your content to
improve its performance on search results. Here are some ways to optimize
your content piece:
○ Optimize your page with the basic on-page SEO elements.
Using your keyword in the page’s title tag, H1, and in the first sentence of
your page could help your page rank higher on search results (SERPs).
It’s also best to use the exact keyword on the first place of your title (there’s
an added factor for rankings when you use this).

√

Include synonyms of your keywords, and other industry terms to help the
page rank for long tail keywords including other industry phrases.

√

Use Google Analytics to find your top converting pages – pages with
the highest conversion rates. Link to your site’s related top converting pages
using the anchor texts of those converting pages or long stringed texts to encourage clicking from users.
Image by www.tonyahn.com

√

Make sure you implement authorship on all of your content pieces. It
will give you a cutting edge over your competitors, and help increase your
click through rates (CTR). This can also increase your social following on
Google+, since people can directly click through your Google+ page right on
the search results.
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Content Placement
There are only two web spaces where you would want to publish your content: your own blog or other blogs– most commonly termed as “guest posts”.
Posting your content on either web places depends on your preference.
If you’re confident enough with your content, then you can post it on your blog
(there’s no specific formula for this).
On the other side, if you want to place your content on other blogs, there are
a few questions that you need to ask to yourself:

Image by www.innatemediagroup.com

○ Does my target audience visit the website?
○ Do they agree to my core principles? For instance I do not like Google’s
idea of hiding keyword data in GA. If there is a great website which
has an opinion that doesn’t coincide with mine, then I probably will
drop the idea of placing my content there as this differs with my
deology.
○ Do they have a reputable name in the market?
○ Do they have high Domain Authority (DA)?
○ Will I be able to attract traffic and make them my regular readers?
Answering these questions can help you identify the right website or blog to
place your content on.

CHAPTER 4:
Link Prospecting
Written by:Venchito

Now let's move forward with the execution of our link building plan, and
its first part consists of link prospecting.
Link prospecting is finding relevant, targeted and high quality web
places where links can possibly be acquired, i.e. blogs, forums and social
profiles.
The aim of link prospecting is to find specific link targets based on the link
building technique that you want to pursue. So if you want to do guest blogging, your specific link targets are blogs that accept guest contributions
(most commonly termed as “guest posts”).
While prospecting for links, one should know the quality of links that he’s
looking for. This will make the process of link prospecting swift, given that
he is able to quickly assess the value of the link right as he spots the link
targets.

Image by /www.marciewrites.com

For a quick recap, the following are the three things that you should consider
when link prospecting:
○ Link Building Tactic
○ Niche/Industry
○ Quality of links
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The Action Plan
For instance, you have the following link building tactics:
○ Guest blogging
○ Resource page link building
○ Infographic link building
For the purpose of this example, I have chosen the weight loss niche. You
can list down a detailed summary of what you should actually be looking for
in a link target based on the link building tactic that you’re pursuing (See the
examples below).

Image by www.comluv.com

1. Guest blogging – Find “weight loss” blogs that have the following
characteristics:
A.
Have Domain Authority (DA) 30+.
B.
Accept guest blog contribution.
C.
Have decent number of social shares (e.g. 50+ Twitter
		
shares for every blog post).
D.
Have at least 5 comments in their recent blog posts.
2. Resource page link building – Find “weight loss” resource pages
that have the following characteristics:
A.
Have Page Authority of at least 30.
B.
Lists down the same type of content that you have (e.g.
		
PDF files).
C.
Must be relevant to the health industry or have sections
		
discussing “weight loss” topics.
D.
Have unique linking root domains of at least 100.

Image by www.seoforsalesforce.com

3. Infographic Link Building – Find “weight loss” blogs that have
a history of publishing health-related infographics and have the
following characteristics:
A.
Have Domain Authority of at least 30.
B.
Have published “weight loss” infographics in the past (first
		
priority) and/or have published health-related infographics
		(second priority).
C.
Have a decent number of social shares for the infographic
		
(at least 50).
Now when you’re done with the summary of the link building tactic, the niche/
industry you should be working on and the quality of link targets you’re looking
for, it’s time to create your own link building queries.
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Link Building Queries
By this stage, you should be able to create your own link building queries.
Link building query (or link prospecting query) is a combination of keywords
and advanced search operators that help you discover sites that are likely to
link to a page on your site.
Now, what are advanced search operators?
Advanced search operators are queries, words or symbols that perform special actions in Google search. These operators allow you to find what you're
looking for quickly and accurately. They can also be used to set up filters, so
you can organize your inbox automatically (Source: Google Support).
What are the most common advanced search operators?
Here are a few of the operators that you will use in link prospecting (I used
domain.com as my example website):
• Site:domain.com – only shows results from domain.com
• nurl:domain.com – only shows results that contains the url domain.com
• inurl:.edu / inurl:.gov – only shows results that are on .edu
and .gov domains
• inurl:links – the URL of the page must have the word “links”
• “weight” – shows pages that include the exact word, “weight”
• weight OR loss – shows pages that have the words, “weight” or “loss”
• allintitle:”weight” – only shows pages that have the word, “weight”
in their page titles
• filetype:pdf – only show results that are PDF files.
• ~weight – shows results that have word “weight” and its related
terms/synonyms such as “load”
• link:domain.com – shows pages that link to domain.com
• -domain.com – does not show pages of domain.com
Now you have this list of advanced search operators, you can now combine
one of these with your target keyword.
Your target keyword is the word or phrase that you want to rank for in the
search engines, or the text that you’re looking for in a link target. It can also
be the sub-group of the industry you’re working in.
For the weight loss niche, your target keyword/phrase may be one the
following:
• Weight loss
• Nutrition
• How to lose weight
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If you combine one or two of them with your chosen advanced search operator, you can have the following link building queries which are based on your
specific link building tactic.
Note: You can combine a long-tail keyword (e.g. how to lose weight) with an
advanced search operator to yield a more accurate search result.
For the purpose of this example, I have chosen the weight loss niche. You
can list down a detailed summary of what you should actually be looking for
in a link target based on the link building tactic that you’re pursuing (See the
examples below).

Guest Blogging
“weight loss” OR “nutrition” blog “guest post by”
~weight inurl:blog “guest entry by”

Resource Page Link Building
inurl:.edu OR inurl:.gov “food” OR “nutrition” links
inurl:links OR inurl:resources “weight loss”

Manual Link Prospecting

You can use your own list of link building queries or head over to the Link
Prospecting Query Builder by Garett Brown for easy creation of queries.
This is a tool (founded recently) that is free and useful for link prospectors.
Some people use Solo SEO’s Link Search tool which I found less useful, if
you’re performing several link building techniques.
Now let’s learn the “what” and “how” of Garett’s Link Prospecting Query
Builder
Link Prospecting Query Builder is a tool that has 985 link building queries, which you can use to find targeted and relevant links.
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Let’s dig in to the different elements of the tool.
Keyword: Type in your keyword in the box (refer back to the earlier discussion if you don’t know what a keyword is).
Encapsulate: If you add “quotes” around your keyword, the tool will show
link building queries that include the exact keyword.
Query Suffix: If you want to exclude your website in the search results, then
type in your domain in the box (e.g. –site:digitalphilipines.net).
Search Type: Choose between “Web” and “Blog” as your search type. If you
do guest blogging, I recommend that you use “Blog” as your search type.
Google TLD: If you’re working on a local business in UK, then use the “.co.
uk” TLD.
Number of Results: Set the number of results as to how many pages you
want to see in SERPs.
Link Type: Select the link building tactic that you want to implement in your
campaign (e.g. donations).
By clicking the “submit” button, you will see the number of search queries
and links going to Google search.
(guest-blogging-queries)
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When you have the list of search
queries, you can now do a
Google search to discover link
targets in your industry.

Link Prospecting Tools
I don’t personally
recommend using paid tools
for link prospecting, you may
still consider one if you’re
working in a large agency, or
if you’re working for multiple
clients.

Anyway, let’s move on to a few paid link prospecting tools that you can test
for yourself:
○ Citation Labs' Link Prospector
This is an effective tool for bulk link prospecting, since it can provide you with
thousands of link prospects in a few minutes.
○ Buzzstream
With Buzzstream’s link prospector you’ll be able to direct it to the outreach
phase, since Buzzstream is primarily for outreach management.
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Evaluating the Quality of
a Link Target

Link target evaluation is the next link prospecting activity after creating link
building queries. Link target evaluation is simply determining whether the
link prospect meets the standards set by the link prospector or not.
Now, there are a lot of things to consider when you focus on quality. For
some link builders, Page Rank (PR) is an indicator of quality links. There are
a few that consider link placement and Domain Authority (DA) as top priorities for link evaluation.
This only shows that different link builders have different considerations
regarding the quality of a links.

Manual Link Prospecting

You can concurrently perform link prospecting and link evaluation when you
do manual link prospecting. Given that you’re a ble to see the target page/
site, you can quickly evaluate if it is a good fit for your link building technique. Whereas, if you use paid tools to find link targets, you can filter out
low-quality domains or pages right on the spreadsheet and only pick the
high quality ones for your link building campaign.
Now let’s move on to link evaluation. The question that needs to be answered is, “How can I evaluate the quality of my link prospect?”
There is no definite answer for the above question since quality indicators
vary depending on what link building technique you’ll be using for the campaign. However, here are some quality indicators that I always look upon
when I perform link prospecting:
√ Domain Authority (DA)
Is Moz’s calculated metric for how well a given domain is likely to rank in
Google’s search results. To see the DA of a website, you can use the Mozbar tool.
Mozbar

√ Page Authority (PA)

Is Moz’s calculated metric for how well a given webpage is likely to rank in
Google.com’s search results (see the above image).

√ Number of linking root domains

Includes only the number of unique root domains linking. Two links from the
same website would only be counted as one linking root domain. You can
use Ahrefs or Cognitive SEO to track this.
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(Referring-domains)

√ Page Rank (PR)

Is an algorithm used by Google Search to rank websites in their search engine results (Source: Wikipedia). We are not sure that it is an actual quality
indicator by Google, but we can still use it for link evaluation.

√ Link Placement

Google favors a lot of those pages that have editorial links pointing to them.
Editorial links are links inside the content (contextual links) that are commonly acquired when someone refers your content from his blog post, or
mentions your brand/organization because of its invaluable contribution to
the industry.

Link Prospecting Using
Paid Tools

Link Prospecting
Spreadsheet

If you use paid tools to find link targets, then you must certainly have a CSV
file or spreadsheet of all the URLs you gathered with corresponding PR and/
or DA values.
You would need to filter out the low quality link targets based on the standards or the quality of links you’re looking for (e.g. blog with DA30 and
above). This will leave you with a good list of high quality link prospects
which you can use for outreach to get desired backlinks.
Before heading over to the next phase, which is outreach, you need first to
organize your list of link targets in a link prospecting spreadsheet.
Your spreadsheet should contain the following columns:
○ Column 1: URL–URLs of your link targets.
○ Column 2: “Linking to” Site/Page - URLs of the content or webpage that you want to build links to.
○ Column 3: PR/DA/PA – value of your link based on what you prefer
from the three quality indicators (PR, DA and PA).
When you have the above elements in your spreadsheet, you can now proceed to outreach for actual link acquisition
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Chapter 5:
Content
Promotion

Written by: Venchito

Promoting your content is like bringing your military troops in front of
your enemies, either you lose or win the battle. Whatever the result may be,
you have to prepare yourself before going to war, in this case the war of content marketing.
Planning and preparation includes creating your own solid, following base.
This comprises of your own troops and your allies. Designing your content
strategy through this approach would help you gain a competitive advantage over your enemies, because some of them focus only on building low
quality links through blog networks, low-quality guest posting, buying links,
etc., which would only bring down their chances of succeeding (especially
now that Google is targeting sites that are engaging in aggressive webspam
tactics).
Content that is designed to satisfy users’ needs and wants is what matters
most in today’s online marketing world. However, creating a content piece
does not guarantee success. You have to introduce your content to the
target audience, and then attract them to your brand by making them signup
for your newsletter, follow your brand on social networks, through this you’ll
be able to meet your conversion goals. This makes content promotion even
more complicated, given that there are lots of effective promotional tactics
that your competitors might be using for their own content strategy.

So what will you do now to
promote your content?

Get your list of link targets (link prospecting spreadsheet), and complete the
information by adding their names and contact emails/forms.
Make a copy of your link prospecting spreadsheet, and change its document
name to “Outreach”. The document should now have the following columns:
○
○
○
○
○

How Do I Find the Person for
Contact Purposes?

Column 1: URL
Column 2: “Linking to” Site/Page
Column 3: PR/DA/PA
Column 4: Contact Name
Column 5: Email Address / Contact Form

The above information is enough to start your outreach campaign. However,
if you still don’t know the names and the email address of your target linkers,
it would be hard for you to reach out to them.
It is easy to find the right website you should target for link building. However, identifying the right person to contact may prove to be difficult and
challenging for you.
No matter how easy or difficult it is to find the right person, you must do so
to address the right person in your email outreach. Here’s how to identify the
contact person:
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Firstly, you have to see the available information on the website. Often, the
right person to contact to is found in one of the following webplaces:
○ About Me Page– see the site’s menu, sidebar or footer.
○ Author Bio– scroll down to the bottom of the post and you will see
an author bio.
○ Contact Me/Us Page– can be found in the menu, sidebar or footer.
○ Team Page - can be found in the menu, sidebar or footer.
○ Sidebar –about me widget
○ Logo/Headers– for personal blogs, you’ll see the name of the
webmaster in the brand’s logo/header.
○ Domain name – no need to explain this one. ☺
Now there is a problem if you see a page that lists down team members
(e.g. Team Page). You have to identify which one of them you should reach
out to. Though there is no magic formula for this, I basically prioritize ways to
find the right person.
I always ask myself this question, “Who is in charge of the website?”If it has
a blog section or it is a blog, then there must be someone who’s in charge in
managing it. The blog manager in the “Team Page” is more likely to respond
to your pitch than other team members. If you can’t find a person responsible for that role, then look for “Marketing Manager” or related roles. Because
he/she is tasked to market the product/website, then he is the right person to
reach out to.

How Do I Find the Email
Address of the Contact
Person?

There are several ways to find the email address of the person you want to
reach out for branding and link building purposes, but the following ways are
strongly recommended by me.

Available Webpages
A website has available webpages that you can check out to find the person’s email address. It may be found on his “About Me Page”, “Contact Us
Page” or may be included in the “Team Page”.

Twitter Bios/Tweets
Check out his Twitter profile to find his email address. If you can’t find one,
then run an advanced search in Twitter to see if he has mentioned his email
within a tweet.

Rapportive and Gmail
Install Rapportive in Google Chrome then head over to Gmail. Type in the
first name of your target linker and also his/her domain in Gmail. The formula is First Name + Domain = Email Address (e.g. Rand + moz.com = rand@
moz.com).
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Run a Google search for the query: domain.com email. This will show webpages where the email of the person was mentioned. It is a good technique
to quickly find someone’s email address.

outreach template

Creating an outreach template is crucial in the outreach phase of link building, given that it can either impress your end-receiver or hinder your brand
reputation.
There are several blog posts about creating an effective outreach template,
but there is only one basic formula that I found useful in creating an email
template.
For subject line: [Asset] for [Blog/Website Name]
For body:
Hi [First Name],
[Brand] [product/service brand is offering]. [CTA].
Thanks,
[Your Name]
You can make your outreach template complicated but as I far as I know, a
basic email is enough to get a response from your target receiver.
Examples of Outreach Template
Listed below are some outreach templates that you can use for various link
building purposes (guest blogging, broken link building, etc.). I categorized
the templates based on different purposes

Product Reviews

Email Template #1 (from Cameron Chapman)
I just read your post on [topic] and thought you made some really great
points. I especially liked your take on [whatever part you liked]. If you have
time, I’d love it if you’d take a look at [my product]. I think it might be of interest to your readers. Thanks!
I’ve been a long-time reader of your blog (you might remember me from
some of the comments I’ve left), and just wanted to give you a heads up
about my new project, [project name/link]. I’m looking for help getting the
word out about it, and would appreciate any mention you can make, either
on your blog or elsewhere. Thanks!
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I just read your post on [topic] and it reminded me of a post I wrote [or read]
on the same subject at [blog name]. My company, [company name] focuses
on just that subject, and I thought your readers might be interested in a
review if you had a chance. Here’s a link to our media page if you’re interested: [link]. Let me know if I can give you any more information or help out
in any way.
Thanks!

Email Template #2 (from Peter Attia)
Hey [Name],
I ran into your blog and was wondering if you’d be interested in doing a product review. It’s [niche], so your blog would be a great fit.
[Personalize this part]
Thanks,
[Your Name]

Guest Blogging

Email Template #1 (from Neil Patel)
Subject: you should blog about [insert your guest blog post topic]
[insert their first name], as an avid reader of [insert their site name], I would
love to read about [insert guest blog post topic], and I think your other readers would as well.
Your content on [insert existing post from their website #1, insert existing
post from their website #2, and insert existing post from their website #3] is
great, but I think you can tie it all together by blogging on [insert guest blog
post topic].
I know you are probably busy and won’t blog on it, so I’m going to make you
an offer you can’t refuse. ;) How about I write it for you? Don’t worry, I’m a
great blogger and have had my posts featured on [insert previous guest post
URL #1] and [insert previous guest post URL #2].
Let me know if you are interested. I already know your blogging style, plus I
understand what your readers love… as I am one. ;-)
Look forward to hearing from you,
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Email Template #2 (from Brian Dean)
Subject: Contributing to BLOG NAME
Hey BLOGGER NAME,
I first want to start off by saying I’m a huge fan of BLOG (you may have
noticed my comment from your last post. LOVE that post. I literally printed it
out and have it sitting on my desk as a reference).
Anyway, I was checking out some of your other posts and noticed that you
published a guest post from NAME.
It got me thinking: I’d love to be your next guest author!
Here are a few topics that I think BLOG readers would get a ton of value
from:
TOPIC #1
TOPIC #2
TOPIC #3
To give you an idea of the quality that I bring to the table, here are a few
posts that I’ve recently published:
URL #1
URL #2
Let me know what you think. : )
Cheers,
YOUR NAME

Email Template #1 (from Neil Patel)
Subject: don’t you hate it when people pitch you story ideas [insert their first
name]?

PR Pitch

Well, I too have a PR pitch for you, but before you hit the spam button and
move onto the next email, just give me 37 seconds, or else you’ll regret this
for life! ;-)
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So, here it goes:
I’m launching [insert your website URL] on [insert date], and I wanted to see
if you wanted to cover it. Here are 2 reasons your readers would love it if
you covered it:
Insert benefit #1
Insert benefit #2
I could keep on going with reasons on why you should blog about us, but I
won’t bore you with the details. If you’re interested, let me know, and we can
set up a time to chat when you’re free.
Cheers,
[insert your name]

Broken link building

Email Template #1 (from Neil Patel)
Subject: there’s something wrong with your site :(
[insert their first name], I was browsing your website and noticed you have
a broken link. :( You can find it on [insert webpage with broken link], and it’s
the [insert anchor text of the broken link] link.
As an avid reader of [insert their site name], I love reading anything you
write about, such as [insert article on their website], and anything you link
out to. Sadly, I couldn’t find the article you were trying to link to, but I did
happen to find another good webpage on the same topic: [insert url to webpage that you are building links to]. You should check it out, and if you like it,
you probably want to switch the links.
I know you are busy and probably get millions of emails a day, but I hope
this one was helpful. I just wanted to help you out for once as [insert their
site name] has changed my life.
Cheers,
[random person’s name]
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Email Template #2 (from James Norquay)
Broken links on your site
Hello [Name],
My name is [Your Name] and I’m working at [company], [describe your company] based here in the [location].
Today I was visiting the page on your website after finding it on Google:
[URL]
And I noticed that the following links on this page were broken:
[Broken Link 1]
[Broken Link 2]
[Broken Link 3]
I thought I would let you know about this to save users from visiting dead
pages on your site.
Also, I would like to ask if you could possibly add a link to our site? We have
the [resource page] [describe it]. I am sure that this resource will help your
visitors know more about [personalize].
Have a great day.
Best wishes,
[Your Name]

Basic link request

Email Template #1 (from Neil Patel)
Subject: [insert first name of website owner], I think I’m in love with you
I hope I didn’t freak you out by my subject line, but I’m really in love with you.
Don’t worry, it’s not in a creepy way. What I mean is I’m in love with your
website [insert their website name].
You probably get tons of people everyday who are in love with [insert website name], so I won’t bore you with my reasons. Instead, I thought I could
show you some appreciation by giving you some feedback on how you can
improve your website.
1.
2.

Insert suggestion #1
Insert suggestion #2
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And if you are wondering how you can repay your biggest fan, feel free to
link to my website [insert URL].
Ah… just kidding, you’ve already done enough for me by making [insert their
website name] so awesome!
Cheers,
[insert your name]
PS: If you do happen to link to my website [insert URL], it will seriously make
my year! Maybe even decade!

Invite Guest Blog Authors

Email Template #1 (from Dana Caphyon)
Subject: Hope to tempt you in! ☺
Hello [Name],
First I should introduce myself. My name is [Your Name] and I’m the owner
of this [blog] [URL].
[Personalize]
We aim to increase both the volume and the quality of our blog content and
we’re looking for awesome writers (just like yourself) to team up with us on
this job.
Do you think I could tempt you into becoming a guest author for the [Blog
Name]? :)
What do you think? Would you be interested?
I hope I managed to spark your interest on this and I’m looking forward to
hearing from you!
Best wishes,
Name
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Interview

Email Template #1 (from Brian Lang)
Subject: Expert Roundup
Hi [Name],
I've decided to do my second roundup on [topic] for [Blog Name] and would
love to add your contribution if you are interested.
I figured it would be a good way to showcase some of the [target interviewees] that I admire that won't take too much time (a short answer is fine).
Here's the question of the day:
[Question]
I will be promoting this post after publication (hoping to publish next [due
date]) and of course it will include a link back to your site.
Thanks,

Email Template #2(from Chris Dyson)
Subject: [Name], Quick Question
Hi [Name],
I'm doing an expert roundup on my blog [link to your blog], and I think many
people who are new to [topic] would love to know your answer to this question:
[Question]
If you could send your response back by [Date] as I plan to publish on [publishing date].
By the way, just so you know, I had great success in my past group interviews. You can check them out:
[URL 1]
[URL 2]
Thanks in advance,
[Your Name]
P.S. Please include a note of where you'd like me to link to?
My best tip for you is to test your outreach templates so you know which
template is effective in getting high response rates, as well as link
acquisition rate.
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Outreach Principles

Let’s move on to few outreach templates that can help you promote your
content assets.
[Content-Promotion]

Alliance Building

If you are a small brand, you cannot win the game without the help of content
allies. Building an allied force would not only indicate a strong brand community, but would also help you amplify the reach of your content. Each social
share by your ally would significantly affect your content’s performance on the
web (especially if your ally targets a strong group of people who can become
your followers in the future).
Here are some tips to build your own allied force:
○ Create a list of mid-level bloggers that you think are targeting the same
type of audience as yours. Understanding how they write their content (length/
form), or how they interact with their readers would give you a feel of what
approach you’ll be using to make a way into to their community.
○ Outreach to them with the intent of giving them value four times of what
you’ll be getting from them (link/share).
○ Consistently engage with bloggers, and also provide valuable content on
social platforms. Promote others’ content pieces on social media and show
appreciation to people who share your content (whether or not he’s included
in your list of influencers).
○ Include other bloggers’ content asset (article, slide presentation, video,
etc.) on your own content piece. Always give attribution to the content creator
by linking to the external source. Pitch the blogger and let him know that you
mentioned him in one of your posts.
○ Promote other bloggers’ content by creating a newsletter. Nick Eubanks
is doing a great job in listing content pieces in his weekly newsletter (Nick’s
Links). He is able to promote others’ content assets and build a solid following
base (allies) as well.
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So where’s the content promotion by building your allies? If you started to
build relationship with the blogger, it would be easy for you to promote your
content. Asking for a link/share to someone you’ve started to build relationship with would not be as difficult as to asking for a favor to a stranger. This
would increase your email response rates every time you do your outreach.

Influencer Outreach

It’s difficult to reach out to influencers because they have their own agenda,
and they get tons of emails in their inbox daily. They do have their own spam
filters to determine whether or not your email has the right to get a reply.
This makes it difficult to be on their radars (and get them following you on
your circles).
Before you write personalized emails to your influencers, you need to first
to identify them (to lessen the difficulty of finding influencers who are not
related to your niche). Who are they and why are they worth following to?

How to Find Industry
Influencers?

Followerwonk
This is one of the effective methods to find influencers who are working in
the same niche as yours and have a huge social following on Twitter based
on social authority.
Type in the niche that you are targeting on the Followerwonk’s search bar,
and sort the results based on social authority. The reason you want to sort it
by social authority is that you want to get a list of influencers that have a decent amount of Twitter followers, and who get a lot of retweets in their recent
tweets (this is how social authority is calculated).
Getting in touch with highly social influencers would help your content to get
in front of a larger audience and obtain tweets and/or retweets over time.
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GPlus Data
Type in your industry in the search bar of GPlusData and you will see the top
10 Google+ influencers (based on the number of followers and the engagement they’re doing with their circles.

Group Interviews
I’m sure that there’s at least one solid group interview in your industry. Find
those group interviews by doing Google search and typing any of these search
queries:
○
○
○
○

“your industry” + share their most
“your industry” + share their best
“your industry” + group interview
“your industry” + expert interview

Twitter Lists
You can also use this to find influencers in your niche. Just type this search
query (inurl:/list site:Twitter.com + “your industry”), and you’ll be able to see a
great list of influencers.
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Pages That Rank Higher On Search Results
Type a keyword on Google search. You will see tons of results (from page 1
up to the last page). Use the search settings and filter the results per page
by 50 or 100, so you when search for a keyword, you’ll get plenty of results
right on the first page.

Content Distribution
Consistently promote your content piece into your different content distribution channels would help your brand/site to become known to your target
audience. Here are some content distribution channels where you can mention/promote your content piece:
○ Interviews
If you have built authority in your niche, you probably receive interview
requests from bloggers, where you can take advantage of. Reference your
content on the interview where it is appropriate (the topic of the interview is
thematically relevant to your content piece).
○ Online Communities
Participate on high-traffic online communities such as forums and blogs
where you can mention your content as a resource. Don’t spam every blog
post on authority sties, but add value to each conversation so you can get
clicks going to your site from blogs where you contribute insights to.
○ Guest blogs
Never underestimate the power of guest blogging as one of your content
distribution channels. By creating a high quality post on someone’s blog and
including your best content pieces on it, you do not only get a link and traffic
from the target site, but may also increase your conversions (which would
vary depending on your goals).
Tip: Use long tail keywords on your guest posts. The moment your post
rank high on search results for a certain long tail phrase, the chances of being mentioned by other bloggers and brands on their sites/blogs are higher.
I wrote a guest post on Search Engine Journal several months ago about
building a strong brand identity. This post is still ranking for the keyphrase
“how to build a brand identity”. This also got some attention from brand owners particularly those who are searching for industry guides (how-tos) to use
as external sources for their content.
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The post was mentioned in one of the top (offline) newsletters in Minnesota,
USA which brought brand exposure for my site.
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This is only one of the opportunities that are possible to attain when you contribute high quality
guest posts (articles where people can learn and
get value from).

Chapter 6:
Reporting
Written by: Moosa Hemani

In the previous chapters, detailed explanation on strategy
and management of a link building campaign is provided, and
in chapters 3-5 content creation,
promotion and outreaching is
discussed by Venchito.

In the last chapter of this book, you’ll learn about link reporting and satisfying your customers. We all know that every client is different when it comes
to SEO, and that is why the report format can’t be the same for everyone.
For instance, you are working for an agency that outsources their work to
you somehow, (people who freelance through sites such as oDesk) in that
case you probably have to report only the technical metrics and they will do
the rest at their end.
In an another scenario, if you are working directly with the client, he probably will be more interested in looking in to the metrics that indicates them
how the website is growing, and if your efforts in particular are making a
difference to his business as a whole.
There are very less people who actually talk about link building reporting in
the SEO sphere, and this is mainly because it is kind of difficult, and every
agency and consultant has their own way of doing it.
Whatever what your reporting style may be, there are few things that you
should always consider including in your link building reports:

Technical Metrics
If you are working for an agency as an outsourcing agent, then this is all
what you need to include in your link building reports. Most of the times,
they extract the data from your report and include that in the complete report
for sending it to the client.
Technical metrics toned to be included even if you are directly working with
the SMB owner. These metrics usually determine the quality of links that are
pointing back to the website. There are tons of metrics that can be used, but
cluttering the report with unnecessary information is not a good idea.
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I believe the metrics mentioned in the picture are enough to determine the
quality of a link.
DA –will tell you the quality of domain name as a whole.
PA – page authority means the quality of URL from where you are getting a
link back. The higher it is, the better!
AC Rank – AC Rank stands for A-Citation-Rank. It is a very simple measure
of how important a particular page is by assigning a number from 0
(lowest) to 15 (highest), depending on the number of unique referring
external root domains.
Type of Link –will help the client understand how you got the link i.e re
source page, guest blogging or by using any other tactics.
Link Equity –will quickly tell you whether the link is a do-follow or no-follow.
Remember there are times when no-follow links are more important
than do-follow ones, as their referral traffic converts into leads.
There are quite a few more metrics I can think of that you can include here,
but the key is to have limited data that clearly defines your efforts to the client.

SERP Rankings Data
This is another area that you should include in your link building reports. The
reason why it is important is because this gives the client a hint about how
your efforts are affecting the project overall, and how much visibility he has
gotten on search engines from the usage of target keyphrases.
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If you are interested in creating a report through some tool then, SEMRush
is one of the best tools I know of that creates a comprehensive report which
covers almost all the areas of data the client is looking for.
In the snapshot, I mentioned the parameters that are important from the client’s point of view.
Keywords – Obviously this is the most integral part you should include in
a report. Keywords will be those on which the website is ranking somewhere
in search engines.
Position – Numbers in this column will represent the rank of your website
against each keyword. For instance, if your website is ranking top on the
second page, you will write number 11 against the keyword.
Previous Position – I have seen reports that miss this column. I believe
this should be a part of your ranking report, mainly because this helps the
client figure out your progress over the months.
Search Volume – This column covers the estimated search volume of
each keyword where you are ranking. This will help the client understand
why you are focusing more on few keywords than others. Higher the search
volume, the better!
CPC Cost – The reason you should include this in the report is because
this will give the client an idea of how much he had to invest if he chooses
CPC as a channel.
URL – What actual URL of the domain is ranking for a particular keyword or
phrase?
If you are using SEMRush then you will find more columns, but I believe
those are not as important as the ones I have mentioned in this section.

Google Analytics Data
This might sound crazy to some people, but trust me, including relevant
Google Analytics data in your link building reports will only make it better
and help your client get a better understanding of your efforts on the project.
I don’t mean that you should include all the details like total visits, organic
visits, bounce rate, etc., rather include only the data which gets impacted
from your link building efforts directly.
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I believe the metrics mentioned in the picture are enough to determine the
quality of a link.
DA –will tell you the quality of domain name as a whole.
PA – page authority means the quality of URL from where you are getting a
link back. The higher it is, the better!
AC Rank – AC Rank stands for A-Citation-Rank. It is a very simple measure
of how important a particular page is by assigning a number from 0
(lowest) to 15 (highest), depending on the number of unique referring
external root domains.
Type of Link –will help the client understand how you got the link i.e re
source page, guest blogging or by using any other tactics.
Link Equity –will quickly tell you whether the link is a do-follow or no-follow.
Remember there are times when no-follow links are more important
than do-follow ones, as their referral traffic converts into leads.
There are quite a few more metrics I can think of that you can include here,
but the key is to have limited data that clearly defines your efforts to the client.

SERP Rankings Data
This is another area that you should include in your link building reports. The
reason why it is important is because this gives the client a hint about how
your efforts are affecting the project overall, and how much visibility he has
gotten on search engines from the usage of target keyphrases.

Organic and Referral Traffic

Two type of traffic sources that are highly dependent on your link building
efforts are: non-paid search traffic and referral traffic. Including these two
metrics in your link building report will give your client an idea about how your
link building efforts, and how the keyword position in SERPs are impacting
the search results.

Organic Keywords

Lot of the data in this section is already hidden by Google, so you cannot do
much about it, but still for some websites there is some data that can give
your client a hint of how things are working.
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This will inform your client of what keywords bring in traffic, as these keywords
maintain their positions because of your SEO and link building efforts. Including organic keywords in the report is a wise decision.

Project Analysis and
Expectations

I am not sure if many agencies are doing this or not, but if you are my kind of
SEO, you are already in love with data, and if you properly analyze the data
available in GA and other data sources you can always set the expectations
for the coming month.
Including this in the report will give the client an idea about what to expect in
the coming month. Set expectations that are real and also powerful enough to
make the client stick with you for a long time.

Conclusion:

Reporting is done differently by everyone, and none of the reporting styles
are wrong, but I think one should include the metrics that give the client a
real insight of the project and how it is going without much hassle on his
part. The more relevant your report is, the happier your client will be with
your services.
In this book, I and Ven tried to explain everything in detail about how one
should take care of their link building campaign that not only gives results,
but also how you (as a campaign owner) can have a better grip on your
project.
If you find this book helpful, please spread the word in your community and
networks.
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